President Reviews ID Cards Distribution Process

The committee evaluated the ID cards processes and administrative and technical affairs of the electronic national identity cards and informed the committee of new opportunities and challenges. The meeting discussed the ID cards launch plan, its schedule and possible locations of distribution centers. The statement said the president directed the committee to work on legal... (More on PAI-06)

Govt. Property Allegedly Sold in Makka

KABUL—A huge building known as Kabul-e-Afghani and the property of Afghan government in Makka, the holiest city in Saudi Arabia, has reportedly been sold by a former high ranking official in Afghan government. But the Ministry of Hajj and Religious Affairs confirmed the claims by saying that the area had been merged following extension of Masjid-al-Haram. Kabul-e-Afghani was a specific area owned by Afghan government for years where Afghan pilgrims used to stay. It was also known as Hijj Khana on Karbala Street—Sullumani. However, it is recently reported that during the rule of Marshal Barakzai, dispute erupted among officials over the ownership of Kabul-e-Afghani building before the... (More on PAI-06)

Abdullah Promises Justice to Jalrez Victims

KABUL—Chief Executive Officer (CEO) Abdullah Abdullah on Monday promised to bring to justice all those officials who neglected former call for support during the deadly battle in Jalrez district in central Wardak province. Speaking at a meeting of Council of Ministers, Abdullah acknowledged the negligence by the security officials in the Jalrez campaign that led to nearly 30 Afghan Local Police (ALP) force members dead with their... (More on PAI-06)

Mstiroll Holds Talks with Uzbek President; Terror, Afghanistan Discussed

TASHKENT—Chairman of the State Security of Uzbekistan, General Director of the National Security Committee of Uzbekistan, held talks with Uzbek President Islam Karimov on key bilateral and regional issues including the situation in Afghanistan as the two countries faced three years of joint cooperation between... (More on PAI-06)

Ata Mohd Noor Proposes 11 Nominees for the Ministry of Defense

KABUL—The acting governor of northern Balkh province and chief executive of Ja'fari-Islami party Ata Mohammad Noor has proposed eleven nominees for the Ministry of Defense. The proposal... (More on PAI-06)
**Omega 4**

**3 Killed in Parwan, Urzugan Violence**

KABUL - Some 41 militants were killed in military op-
erations in Parwan and Urzugan during the past two hours, reports Maj. Gen. Abdul Rashid Dostum, the provincial mili-
tary commander. "Three days after a popular rally in Parwan, Nurullah, Taliban, a member of the provincial council and a senior leader of the Taliban, was killed in an airstrike," Dostum added.

**Militants Block Main Highway to Kajaki Town**

KABUL - At least ten rebels have blocked the main road to the Kajaki dis-
trict of southern Helmand for the last two months, causing problems for local residents. Abdul Mostafa Ahamd, a member of the provincial council, told the local media that the Taliban have seized control of the main road to Kajaki. He added that the blocking of the road is causing problems for local residents and that the government should take action to resolve the issue.

**Kabul Residents Complain of Slow Internet Speed**

KABUL - The residents of southern Kabul province complained of low-quality internet service by telecom companies. The residents said that the internet service is slow and that they are unable to access important websites.

**Slow Internet Service in Nangarhar Kils 3 Insurgents**

NANGARHAR - At least three insurgents were killed in a military operation in Nangarhar province, according to the provincial police. The operation was carried out by the Afghan National Army in the eastern part of the province.

**Police Chief, Imam Dadfar Meemari said:**

"Insurgents had gathered to planning an attack on our forces. We killed them when they were planning an attack." He added that the Afghan National Police also killed four Taliban fighters during the operation.

**Unknown Gunmen Killed Couple in Urzugan**

URZUGAN - Unknown gunmen killed a couple in Urzugan district on Sunday night, according to local media.

**Two civilians died as a result of the attack.** The couple had been married for ten years and had two children. The motive of the attack is not yet known.
Jalalz Incident Discloses Uttered Negligence

By Asmatayar

Security condition in Afghanistan is continuously on decline. Security forces have been overwhelmed by the increasing Taliban threat and are finding it difficult to keep up with their responsibilities. The recent Jalalz Incident revealed the negligence of Afghan security forces in the face of this threat.

How to strengthen the clan occupation operation in tribal region of Afghanistan has prompted the nation to take serious action in the fight against terrorism. It is advisable to focus on Interior Minister Mohib Ulhak’s instruction, asking Pakistan’s military operation to cease the operations in the tribal areas. It has been found that the security forces have to be prepared for any sudden attack from the enemy. It is a must for security forces to be trained and equipped with modern weapons to respond to any emergency situation.

The report compiled from the incident revealed that the Taliban forces have been using heavy weapons and have been targeting Afghan security forces. The Afghan security forces have to be prepared for any sudden attack from the enemy. It is a must for security forces to be trained and equipped with modern weapons to respond to any emergency situation.

The Afghan government has to be prepared for any sudden attack from the enemy. It is a must for security forces to be trained and equipped with modern weapons to respond to any emergency situation. The Afghan government has to be prepared for any sudden attack from the enemy. It is a must for security forces to be trained and equipped with modern weapons to respond to any emergency situation.

In conclusion, the Afghan government has to be prepared for any sudden attack from the enemy. It is a must for security forces to be trained and equipped with modern weapons to respond to any emergency situation. The Afghan government has to be prepared for any sudden attack from the enemy. It is a must for security forces to be trained and equipped with modern weapons to respond to any emergency situation.
(1) "Kpit Prim," China is working business interests in the Middle East, it is believed, to have any spill-over of Islamic extremism to the region. The country has a short but hard-to-miss relationship with Syria. The government of Syria, which has an "observer" status in the SCL, along with China, India, Mongolia, and the UK, has been among the Chinese government's key priorities. The Chinese legation has been working on the Pakistan government to push the project to fruition. The draft agreement for the pipeline and the canal was approved last year. The approval of the nuclear agreement for India and Pakistan to join the global nuclear security cooperation. The project will be implemented in 2022.

(2) Collapsing of a government in Afghanistan has not been amended many laws but there are reports of some constitutional changes for interpretation of the law. This month, Prime Minister Haibatullah Khan Suhail pledged to amend some laws, which the government has asked to change. According to Nieren, the areas that are under threat or being illegally or illegally extracted are being filled and a list sent to security orga.
Tensions with Russia Could Prompt NATO Strategy Rethink

BRUSSELS - NATO has a new boss on its board, Russia, relatively speaking, the Cold War's key player. The conflict's fundamental dynamics appear no closer to resolution.

On the eve of a NATO summit, the alliance faces a complex new challenge. The summit could be held this month in at least four different cities, including Brussels and London.

The United States and its European allies are facing renewed pressure from Russia, which has accused NATO of provoking the country. The United States, on the other hand, is concerned about the country's actions, including its support for separatists in Eastern Ukraine.

The summit will focus on ways to respond to the crisis, including by increasing defense spending and establishing a new military council.

Migrant Boats Also Carry Chinese-Russian Economic Trade Cooperation

ERITREA - A Chinese ship has been found carrying cargo, including weapons, to Eritrea. The ship was intercepted by the country's coast guard and the cargo was seized.

The ship, which was reportedly carrying weapons and ammunition, was discovered by the coast guard as it was sailing near the coast of Eritrea.

The coast guard intercepted the ship and seized the weapons and ammunition. The ship was then towed to the port of Massawa, where it was examined.

The weapons and ammunition were reportedly destined for the Eritrean army.

China, which is a major arms supplier to the Eritrean army, has been accused of providing weapons to the country.

Suicide Bomber Kills Six at Church in Nigeria

BAUCHI - A suicide bomber blew himself up at a church in Bauchi, killing six people and wounding 16 others, officials said.

The attack took place during Sunday service at a Catholic church in the city of Bauchi, according to officials.

The suicide bomber was carrying a bomb attached to his body.

The bomb exploded as the bomber approached the church entrance, killing six people and wounding 16 others.

Several of the wounded were seriously injured and were taken to local hospitals for treatment.
**US to Provide 20 Fighter Jets to Afghanistan**

**ALP Performance Receives Mixed Reviews from MPs, Analysts**

**Turkmen Tribesmen Demand Lion Share in Govt.**

**Most Ghazni PC Members Not Attending Office**

**Farkhunda Case: Appellant Court Ruling Denounced**

**MPs Concerned at HIA Decision to Support IS**

**Lagar Edu Directorate Corruption**

**Farah School Gets New Building with WB Aid**

---

**KARUL** — Some lawmakers on Monday branded the Ghulam Mohammed Hamid Karzai International Airport (HIA)’s decision to support the Islamic State (IS) militias could strengthen the new group’s activity in Afghanistan.

The HIA is in a recent statement given by Hamid Karzai as saying: “Comments by the Karzai Party and the Taliban recognize the HIA as their enemy number one. These three groups were created by the remnants of the Afghan Taliban against the HIA to improve the prestige of the motherland.”

**Herat Umma Announce Support ANSF**

**Herat City** — The religious leaders and scholars in western Herat province support on Monday afternoon support Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF) at a time when the country’s forces were fighting against insurgents who burst upon to create chaos in Afghanistan.

Maulvi Mohammad, a prayer leader at Hazrat Biad Mosque, while speaking to the gathered people and praying leaders, he should take necessary measures for motivating people to stand firmly behind their security forces in areas against militancy.

He said intelligence agency of the neighboring state used the name of religion for creating chaos in the province, splitting blood of innocent Afghan people.

Mullah Mohammad, another prayer leader, rued that "the neighboring state. [More on P.2/12]

---

**ALP Performance Receives Mixed Reviews from MPs, Analysts**

KARUL — Lawmakers in Parliament Monday mixed views on the performance of the Afghan Local Police (ALP) in the western part of Afghanistan.

The local government in the west has been facing many challenges in supplying police officers and running police stations.

The government in the west has been facing many challenges in supplying police officers and running police stations.

Ashraf Ghani and Chief Executive Officer (CEO) Abdul Raziq Afghan during their election campaign pledged every police would be given proper recognition and proper police officers in the police stations.

The Chair of the Lower House of Parliament, the government, they realize the police station is an angry position in the government. [More on P.2/12]

---

**Most Ghazni PC Members Not Attending Office**

GHAZNI CITY — Most members of the provincial council (PC) have long been absent from their office in the capital of southern Ghazni province and are busy with their personal engagements.

According to the rules, no government employee is allowed to stay away from duties for more than 30 days in a row without a solid reason, but parliamentarians, provincial council members and government officials remain absent for a considerable period.

Haj Ali Daud, a resident of the Arcot area of Ghazni, said that the residents had been trying for the last long time to access their representatives.

[More on P.2/12]

---

**Farkhunda Case: Appellant Court Ruling Denounced**

KARUL — Over a hundred passports in Kabul on Monday denounced the appellant court verdict re-garding revoked of death sentence of four accused in Farkhunda murder case.

An angry mob of 27 year old Farkhunda to death on March 15 before setting it off for those insurgent seizing control of Zaid Kambar, Chaghra, Poo Daryab and the Arcot area of Ghazni.

Farkhunda was a resident of the Arcot area of Ghazni.

---

**Lagar Edu Directorate Corruption**

PUL-E-ALAM — Members of provincial council in Logar province on Tuesday branded Lagar Education directorate of educative for helping unprofessional and inefficient, persons who left for wronging negative impact on the society. [More on P.2/12]

---

**Farah School Gets New Building with WB Aid**

PUL-E-ALAM — A 1.73 million US dollar’s building in the capital of western Farah province, an official said on Monday.

Education Director and founder of the J. M. A. Education committee, Haji Shah, said that the economic director, Mr. the building would be completed.

[More on P.2/12]